Moving Greater Portland Towards a Transit‐Focused Region

Forest Ave then…
THE ISSUES
PROBLEMS
Traffic Congestion ‐ Increasing Gas Prices ‐
Inadequate Transportation Funding

GOALS
Livability ‐ Quality of Life ‐ Urban and Rural ‐
Driving less ‐ Economic resilience ‐ Sustainable
Community Development ‐ Coordinated bus
schedules and fares

ONGOING INITIATIVES
Portland Peninsula Transit Study ‐ Amtrak
Downeaster extension ‐ Lakes Region Bus ‐
Portland North commuter rail/bus ‐ Tri‐Community
Transportation Plan ‐ Gorham East‐West Corridor
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Forest Ave tomorrow...?

The Greater Portland Region, as defined for the purposes of this initiative.

A Vision for Moving Greater Portland
Towards a Transit‐Focused Region
The Greater Portland region recognizes the importance of providing efficient and cost‐effective
transportation by developing a robust system of public transit that is attractive, affordable and
available to people of all abilities and incomes fostering a transit culture throughout the
communities of the region.
Furthermore, the Greater Portland region promotes a sense of place within our communities by
recognizing land use policies and economic development opportunities are intrinsically
connected to transit. The region utilizes a mix of transit services, amenities, and information that
are appropriate for the context of our part of Maine.
By distinguishing between near‐term and longer‐term investments and strategies, Greater
Portland will increase transit ridership and transit‐oriented development by improving transit
mobility and creating connected, livable, and walkable neighborhoods and places of
employment, while preserving open space and the general environment.
Regional partnerships, coordination, and collaboration between municipalities and transit
providers creates the foundation for a functional regional system of transit. This collaboration
results in transit‐supportive compact land use development balanced with preservation of rural
landscapes. Every community achieves a high quality center while fostering rural economic
growth through preservation of forestry, farming, and tourism businesses essential to
maintaining the character of the region.
The Greater Portland region’s communities’ transit‐focused vision:
1. Targets transit initiatives to build on existing assets and opportunities for success;
2. Pursues additional and dedicated local and regional funding resources for transit;
3. Integrates regional transit operations for a seamless system with connections to all
modes and complete implementation of service initiatives for real time bus info,
improved shelters and stops, hubs, stations and other visible investments;
4. Focuses on select urban core system improvements that improve key connections to
developing on and near the peninsula;
5. Promotes innovative parking strategies that can be implemented region‐wide;
6. Works with the region’s communities to understand the benefits of compact land use
development and implement policies targeting areas for greater density; and
7. Actively complements land use decisions that promote compact development, preserves
community character, and retains open space and traditional rural economic activity.
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Next Step Now: Building a Transit Focused Region
Assets and Opportunities
The key ingredients for building a 21st century transit system in Greater Portland already exist and
have been in front of us for years:
• Vibrant and diverse communities, attractive for a wide mix of land uses.
• Population and service centers that are already directly linked by existing rail and road right of
ways.
• Regional real estate market demand and local developers that support more compact, mixed‐
use, urban in‐fill development projects.
• Federal recognition of Greater Portland’s changing posture, as evidenced by the award of a
large HUD Regional Sustainability Planning Grant that is focused on integrating transportation,
land use, housing, etc. into planning for future regional investments.
• Several recent initiatives that have focused on identifying areas for greater density of land uses
that are carefully coordinated with new or existing transit.
• Strong management and leadership in the region’s transit providers ready to embrace change.

Next Steps for
Greater Portland:
•

Prioritize Greater Portland’s
downtowns and existing activity
centers, and show how a transit
culture can develop where it is most
viable.

•

Appeal to those that favor
automobile infrastructure with
compelling ideas, rationale and a
defensible “business case” for
transit.

•

Make transit an attractive,
convenient, and enjoyable travel
experience for all, appealing to
people who are not currently
thinking about transit or who
actively avoid the region’s services.

•

Facilitate ride‐sharing and van‐
pooling in rural communities where
fixed route and scheduled service is
possible with proven demand.

Important first steps have already been taken by the
Greater Portland region: the adoption of Destination
Tomorrow guiding PACTS policy; the success and
expansion of Downeaster train service to Boston, the
creation of the “Transit TIF” program; and the
adoption of the Portland Peninsula Transit Study.
Next steps should first involve a regional goals‐setting
process to springboard a community‐based values
evaluation process of land uses and infrastructure.
When a clear and defensible transit investment plan is
developed that the entire region can support, Greater
Portland will be competitive for Federal transit
resources.
How should all of this be paid for? In the past, Greater
Portland has looked to the State legislature for funding
transit and has often been rejected. While this avenue
should not be ignored, Greater Portland should learn
from communities such as Greensboro, NC, Boulder,
CO, and Portland, OR: local and regional funding is key
because it attracts Federal funding and allows the
region to control its own vision for transit and land
use. Greater Portland should look at existing and
potential funding mechanisms, including public‐private
partnerships, value capture strategies like the Transit
TIF, local taxes and pooling existing regional funds.

What Might Success Look Like?
While much of this vision will materialize
in the coming years, the transformation is
already being realized along Portland’s
major mobility corridors and transit
routes. For example, in 2011 with support

from PACTS, the City
of Portland
developed a plan for
the Forest Avenue
Corridor from Park
Avenue on the
Portland Peninsula
north to Woodford’s
Corner. The plan
balances the
vehicular traffic
needs of commuters
Possible Woodford’s Corner looking south down Forest Avenue in Portland
and regional
‐ Photo simulation "©2012 Portland Magazine
travelers to and
from Portland, with the walking, biking, and livability needs of residents of the neighborhoods.
The Forest Avenue corridor already is zoned to support uses that demand more frequent bus
service, and is currently one of the most frequently served transit corridors in the region. The
recommendations call for better infrastructure to accommodate walking and biking, and that are
generally people oriented over traffic‐oriented. The transformation of Forest Avenue will
balance commuter mobility, with the economic benefits of a pedestrian‐oriented neighborhood
which intrinsically supports transit. Less motor vehicle congestion will attract more people, who
will attract restaurants, entertainment venues, other service oriented businesses, retail, and the
use of nearby open space – such as the waterfront and trails of Back Cove.
This vision and success is anticipated for all of the Greater Portland communities. While the City
of Portland is the region’s major entry point and destination, nearby existing downtowns –
Biddeford, Brunswick, Gorham, Freeport, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, South Portland, Westbrook,
Yarmouth, and emerging destinations –Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland, Falmouth, Gray,
Scarborough, Standish and Windham– all will benefit by developing neighborhood centers with a
mix of uses, that can be connected to regional centers. Self‐sufficient neighborhoods that
prioritize accessibility, make auto mobility less necessary, and become the building blocks of a
linked, transit‐focused region.
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A major mixed‐use development
(800,000 s.f.) is currently being
approved adjacent to the Portland
Transportation Center (PTC). It is
oriented to capitalize on the rail
transit infrastructure at this central
location in southern Maine: the
junction of the intercity rail between
Brunswick‐Portland‐Boston, and the
Mountain Division rail to the
northwest, White Mountains and
Canada.
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What Might the Transit Vehicles Look Like?

Wells, ME

Eugene, OR

Tallaght, Germany

Portland, OR

Savannah, GA

Erie, PA

Depending on the needs of the community, the transit provider, and the service, the transit
vehicles may be modern and streamlined, or nostalgic and vintage. The questions are: what will
attract the most riders, and which vehicle can best provided the type of service desired?
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Economic Benefits of a Transit Focus
Housing/Transportation Costs
People move to the suburbs seeking less expensive housing, which
they often find. However, transportation costs are not as
traditionally considered when purchasing a home. The
transportation costs of longer daily commutes can significantly
change the calculation of affordability, especially as the cost of gas
increases.
At least one‐quarter of all households will be looking for housing
within a half‐mile of transit in the next 20 years.1 Seventy‐one
percent2 of older households have expressed interest in living within
walking distance of transit. The average household spends 18 cents
of every dollar on transportation. And 94% of this goes to buying,
maintaining, and operating cars, the largest expenditure after
housing. Public transportation thus provides an affordable, and for
many, necessary, alternative to driving. In fact, households that use
public transportation daily save more than $8,400 every year.3

Serving Jobs
Employment locations have spread outward from the region’s urban centers to the developing,
lower‐density, suburban communities of Cumberland and York Counties. This outward spread of
employment further contributes to increased regional travel and travel time, and necessitates better
transit service to control congestion and preserve rural areas. While Portland and South Portland
have the most employment, rapidly developing suburban towns such as Falmouth, Freeport,
Scarborough, Windham and Yarmouth have seen significant job growth4.
A strong transit system is valued by companies and it can help recruit and attract employees, reduce
parking costs, and influence the location of new private investment. The Greater Portland regional
economy is well set‐up to benefit from improved transit due to a concentration of local industries
(health care, education, finance, professional services, and tourism) that tend to use transit for
employees, visitors, students, and patients.

1

Reconnecting America’s Center for Transit‐Oriented Development, September 2004.

2

American Association of Retired Persons, 2004.

3

APTA, Public Transportation Facts At A Glance, 2008

4

PACTS Plan, “Destination Tomorrow 2006” (DT), Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System
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Transit’s Impact on the Economy
Numerous studies that examine the job creation and business revenue impacts of public transit
suggest that a well‐maintained and functioning transit system saves time for transit users and
reduces transportation and business costs. As a result, businesses devote less of their resources to
transportation costs, enabling them to offer more competitive products and grow, which is a benefit
to themselves and to supporting businesses.
Public transportation investment expands service and improves mobility, and – if it is sustained over
time – may impact the economy. According to a recent study,5 every $1 billion of annual investment
in public transportation over time results in more than $1.7 billion of net annual additional Gross
Domestic Product due to cost savings. Similarly, a recent study estimated that when taking into
account the full‐range of benefits of transit (mobility, environmental, social, economics), transit
services are significantly under‐supplied such that the optimal level of transit services (vehicle miles)
in the US should increase by 139% to meet demand.6

Benefits of Transit‐Oriented Development
High‐quality transit services also can lead to new private sector
capital investment in mixed‐use development as well as property
value premiums for being located near the high‐quality transit
service. Because transit and land use work in tandem, land use
planning and concerted efforts to focus on compact, walkable
mixed‐use land use development can positively support transit
ridership. Boulder, Colorado provides a bus‐based example that
the Portland region can learn from.
More than one‐quarter of Boulder’s 100,000 people ride the bus
every day. However, the Boulder of today is entirely unlike the
Boulder of two decades ago. With a dying downtown and
suburban flight depressing the economy and property values,
traffic continued to worsen and municipal infrastructure and
operations costs continued to rise. In the late 1980s, the City made
a decision to shift investment towards a broad array of
transportation choices that made it easy to get around without
driving. Backlash from the business community was met with a
simple solution: let the businesses decide which investments were
most cost‐effective by opening the books and sharing the financial
decisions.

5

The Impact of Transit:
•

Travel and vehicle ownership
cost savings

•

More consumer spending power
for non‐transportation items

•

Reduced traffic congestion for
those traveling on highways

•

More reliable work hours due to
decreased congestion

•

Improved access to labor with
more diverse skills

•

Additional business growth

•

Reduced development costs by
reduced need for parking

•

More efficient use of short‐term
parking in existing lots to
support retail in town centers

Economic Impact of Public Transportation Investment, Prepared for the American Public Transportation Association,

Prepared by Economic Development Research Group, Inc., October 2009.
6

The Optimal Supply and Demand for Urban Transit in the United States, Prepared for the American Public Transportation Association, Prepared
by HDR Decision Economics, February 2008.
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In little time, the business community realized that building parking garages was more expensive than
subsidizing transit and Boulder’s Central Area General Improvement District (CAGID) collaborated
with the Regional Transit District of Denver to channel parking revenues and redirect garage
construction costs into a universal bus program that put free transit passes in the hands of all
employees.
Today, nearly 40% of employees in the CAGID, a hybrid of a Business Improvement District (BID) and a
Transportation Benefits District (TBD), enjoy a free EcoPass, including over 11,000 residents. 90% of
transit riders use an EcoPass, and EcoPass holders are 10 times more likely to make non‐work trips on
the bus.
Critical to this explosive success was
an inherent characteristic of the
region that is shared by many parts of
Greater Portland. “Boulder’s land‐use
pattern has affected transit more than
vice versa. High‐frequency transit is
relatively new and has had relatively
little time to affect real‐estate
development. On the other hand,
Boulder’s increasing transit ridership
stems from a long‐standing
commitment to compact
development. In the past, the city’s emphasis on walkability and dense, diverse land uses has largely
focused on its downtown. More recently, market dynamics have opened the potential for transit‐
oriented mixed‐use redevelopment along bus‐served corridors. As infill development continues,
transit‐supportive corridors are beginning to take form.”7 Without a history and ongoing
commitment to walkable villages, Boulder’s success would be diminished.

What did Boulder do right?
•
•
•
•
•

Started by asking the businesses and residents what they wanted.
Used real numbers to help set the vision.
Created a “culture,” not just new transit service.
Made transit intimate, fun and easy to use.
Took away the cost element from choice.

7

Transit‐Oriented Development in the United States: Experiences, Challenges and Prospects, TCRP Report 102, page 345, 2004.
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Strategies Customized for Our Region
PACTS COMPACT PLANNING
AREAS:
Downtown Urban Centers

Downtown Village Centers

Strong Plans Exist
PACTS has already developed a series of land use policies that
reflect the range of communities in the region as profiled
through a typology of “compact planning areas.” For each,
there is a recommended mix of uses for the core and
secondary areas (residential, commercial and public), with
target amounts of housing units and jobs, along with
development characteristics. This typology is similar to the
South Portland neighborhood activity centers initiative and are
akin to some of the most progressive TOD station typologies in
use in the US today, including those in Portland OR, Denver CO,
and Washington DC.

A New Approach: Prioritizing Investment
Using Community‐Based Values
Neighborhood Centers

Hamlet

Suburban Center

Future land use development patterns can vary in a number of
ways that impact the number of residents and jobs, the
location and density of land use activity, the distances to
connect people and activities, and the infrastructure and
services needed to support development. As communities
plan for growth and allocate scarce land resources to different
uses, it is important to understand the full range of benefits
and costs of alternative land use development patterns.
Unplanned and sprawled development can result in negative
impacts on the community, the level of traffic, the
environment, open space, and other factors. Development
away from urban centers and existing village centers has very
real cost implications in terms of infrastructure (i.e., water,
sewer, transportation, and telecommunications) and services
(fire, police, schools, etc.).
To measure the full range of costs and benefits of alternative
land use development and transit scenarios, a new
methodology has been used to great success recently around
the country, including southern New Hampshire and
Providence, as well as Seattle and Portland, Oregon. This form
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of benefit‐cost analysis
measures the complete set of
impacts related to land use and
transit scenarios, including
energy consumption, emissions,
and vehicle miles traveled. Using
a “triple bottom line” approach,
the relative costs and benefits of
transit and development
scenarios in terms of economic,
social, and environmental effects
are compared with criteria that
have been developed through an
open consensus‐building process
that involves all of the
communities in a region. These criteria form a simple evaluation method that easily scores all existing
and proposed land use and transportation conditions region‐wide. Every place is evaluated fairly
according to measures that reflect every community’s shared values.
While great cost‐savings can be found with dense transit‐supportive patterns, some communities prefer
to remain auto‐dependent. However, when subsequent regional transportation investments are made,
the community‐based values investment approach helps everyone understand why a transit corridor
might be more beneficial to everyone’s bottom line
than a new highway bypass.

Example from Portland OR: Downtown Beaverton’s Score
Using a Community‐Based Values Evaluation Process

This type of benefit‐cost analysis has found
significant annual cost savings from more
compact, smart growth land use alternatives.
The key cost savings categories relate to fewer
roadway and water/sewer capital, operations
and maintenance costs due to growth
concentrated in transit‐friendly village centers
with more multi‐family housing options and
more preserved green space. Thus, to make the
business case for transit and supporting land use
initiatives, this type of analysis could be applied
in the Portland region to capture the full range
of costs and benefits.
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Building Consensus
For nearly two decades, a high
quality transit system has been
envisioned for Greater Portland, but
its evolution has been slow at best.
While some excellent examples
exist, including the popular Amtrak
Downeaster and its expansion
northward to Brunswick, transit
coverage in the region is quite
sparse compared to similarly‐sized
cities in the United States, resulting
in a small ridership compared to the

Portland Compared to Similar-Sized Cities
City

Urban
Population

Miles
Served

Ridership

Tallahassee FL

204,000

102

4,829,000

Lubbock TX

202,000

64

3,457,000

Erie PA

195,000

77

3,213,000

188,000

32

1,440,000

Kalamazoo MI

188,000

69

2,666,000

Green Bay WI

187,000

90

1,438,000

Olympia WA

144,000

97

5,101,000

Fargo ND

142,000

45

1,628,000

Duluth MN

118,000

143

3,197,000

Burlington VT

105,000

61

2,499,000

81,000

38

2,195,000

Portland

Charlottesville VA

Community‐Based Goals:
(Example from Seattle WA)

•

Make riding transit easier and
more desirable in order to effect
a mode shift

•

Use transit to create a
transportation system responsive
to the needs of vulnerable
populations and those for whom
transit is a necessity (e.g., transit‐
dependent individuals, youth,
seniors, people with disabilities,
low income populations)

•

Use transit as a tool to meet
sustainability, growth
management, and economic
development goals

•

Create great places at locations in
neighborhoods where modes
connect to facilitate seamless
integration of the pedestrian,
bicycle, and transit networks

•

Balance system implementation
with fiscal, operational, and policy
constraints

size of the region.
Portland is overdue for an expansion of its transit
system, yet growth must be done in a rational manner
that preserves a sustainable return on investment.
Transit for transit’s sake can be a failed investment if it
does not achieve appropriate benefit for its cost. To
finally realize the vision of a future Greater Portland
transit system that many advocates and planners have
had for years, broad regional consensus is necessary – a
consensus that has been missing to date. For transit to
work in Greater Portland, it must be supported by each
and every Town Hall; by businesses large and small; by
commuters, tourists, and residents from all parts of the
region. Regional consensus is what distinguishes the new
successful small urban transit systems of America.
Consensus‐building can be difficult and time‐consuming,
and still it may only represent a sample of regional
interests; which is why communities have implemented
a triple bottom line approach that relies on criteria
developed from community‐based values to evaluate
which investments are right and wrong.
Such a process can begin in Greater Portland today, beginning
with the identification of values and goals that each member
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of the region wants to preserve or achieve. Goals are arranged into groupings or “accounts” and simple
evaluation criteria are developed that draw from easily available data. Through a number of iterative
steps, the criteria help to not only prioritize transit and land use investments, but they create a fair playing
field for all members of a region. Places aspiring to receive new transit investment can clearly see what
aspects of their land use patterns work well and what need to be improved to attract investment.
Meanwhile, places that don’t care to have transit may see why they should nonetheless be part of a
regional system – or conversely, why they may indeed be passed over. A typical sequence for developing a
community‐based values evaluation process for sustainable transit investments might involve:
Region‐wide community listening sessions

Goals Identification

Summarization of key values heard

Selection of Evaluation Accounts

Development of measurable metrics for values

Criteria Development

Qualitative and quantitative modeling and analysis

Screening of Transit Corridors

Community feedback and consideration of evaluation
results and implications

Identification of Land Use and
Infrastructure Needs

Ranking of community values and revised analysis

Secondary Corridor Screening

Identification of areas with sufficient transit‐focus

Initial Project Prioritization

Local community feedback and policy evaluations

Land Use/Infrastructure Realignment

Incorporation of policy changes and revised analysis

Subsequent Project Prioritization

The recent passage of Maine’s first form‐based code in Standish represents an example of completing
a consensus plan for future build‐out through a community‐based values process. Standish residents
embraced a vision that makes their community ready for regional transit expansion when it comes.

Today:

Preferred:
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The rail transit system in the Greater Portland Region, in 1909:

